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      EZ Pools® are unlike traditional swimming pools, as they are considerably easier to assemble and 
can typically be up and ready for water in a matter of a couple of hours, compared to days, weeks or 
months with traditional swimming pools. This "portability" affords an EZ Pool so much more flexibility in 
creating opportunities where none existed before.

      From Carton to Completion the simplistic yet incredibly durable design of an EZ Portable Pool 
have allowed customers to be able to achieve many more uses and applications that a traditional in-
ground or metal-sided above ground pool just can not offer. If you have not already done so, take a few 
minutes to go through all the incredible examples of what customers have done with their EZ Pool.
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There are many ways to enjoy a full-size swimming pool in the privacy and security of your own backyard. 
But the number one reason is the ability to enjoy a cool and relaxing swim, without crowds, without noise 
and without swimming in some one else’s bath water (Yuck!) 

Customers who buy an EZ Pool discover another benefit: they find themselves doing more exercises, 
burning more calories, and actually looking forward to a daily dose (or two) of water-based exercise. And as 
such, they find themselves exhausted making it easier to sleep. 

But just as easy as it was to exercise, it is equally as easy to relax. After your exercise routine, just grab 
yourself a floaty and let your body relax in the quiet confides of your own home. EZ Pool owners report to 
us that they play the music they like and between the exercise and the personal music choice - their stress 
just melts away. And since every EZ Pool is made-to-order to your exact needs, and that they are not only 
easy but affordable, you are able to relax in complete contentment knowing you did not waste a lot of 
money, time and effort associated with an old-fashion traditional swimming pool. 

Sometimes it is very hard for a person or a family to find access to a swimming pool. And often times when 
they do find one - it's too crowded or the water is just too gross. What's a family to do? Some families 
decide to join a gym or local fitness facility that has a pool. But a family membership can be expensive and 
again, you are sharing a pool with complete strangers. Do you know who your kids are swimming with? 

Your EZ Pool does not exist until you are ready to buy it. Allowing families to look at their backyard to find 
unused space that can be turned into a recreational playground and fitness spot. Just give us the available 
space, and we can make your very own EZ Pool playground. Take a look at the links below for ideas.

EZ Pools offer More Benefits

The Right Choice  •  Proper Ground Prep •  In the Ground?  •  Heating Options  •  Building a Deck
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 Literally. These days, almost 100% of portable pools found on the internet are made in Asia (China 
or Korea). EZ Pools are the only portable pool made right here on American soil. So yeah - right in your 
backyard. We use American parts and materials as well. It is true that you can save a lot of money buying 
parts from other parts of the world, but then you can be sure of the quality of the component. Not all 
materials are the same - we know because we have tested them all. If you have read our history, then you 
know we use to work with a Korean company in the early days of the KD Pool. But when KD was 
purchased, and the new company moved them to China - we said no way. At one point, there was about 
ten providers of portable pools in the market, all made in Asia. Now they have all gone out of business - 
And We are Still Here. 

 An EZ Pool is also made right in you backyard - because our pools are so easy to assemble they do 
not require a professional team of installers.From Carton to Completion to One Hour that is usually all it 
takes. Of course the larger pools can take longer - but year after year customers re-affirm that statement. 
On occasion, a customer will let us know they did it in less than one hour. 

Yes our pools are easy and affordable - but not cheap. If you want a cheap pool, go to the grocery store. 
Certain times of the year, everybody sells pools. So if cheap is your only criteria - then there are hundreds 
of places pretty much selling the same Chinese-made cheap pool. 

EZ Pools are Made-to-Order. We do not stock pools for one very important reason - not everybody wants 
the same pool, same size or even the same color. Only EZ Pools offers this unique ability to make an EZ 
Pools that is right for you. Learn more about Our Quality Here >>>

EZ Pools by Name and by Product
Every EZ Pool is a Portable Pool - but not every 
Portable Pool is an EZ Pool. This is a statement of 
fact. We sell EZ Pools exclusively customer-direct, we 
therefore have a list of a customer's purchase going 
back to the early days of 2006. We have all our 
records and know our family members by name. 

We are not like those giant web-dominate retailers that 
sell everything from cars to bars of soap. We sell EZ 
Pools, accessories related to EZ Pools and that's it. 

For our customers, it is not just a purchase - it's an 
investment. Families invite our products into their 
home, to be an important part of the family and a 
source of family togetherness and playing together in 
the privacy and security of their own backyard.

EZ Pools are Made Right and made right in Your Backyard
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Click for More Options 
https://www.4ezpool.com/7x37.html

7’ x 37’ x 52” Deep Pool Includes:
• 7’x37’ EZ Pool: Default color is White Rim, Light blue Floor 

and Wall. Uses American Made Poly-Reinforced Material and 
US Produced All Steel Frame, hot-dipped galvanized, zinc-
plated and powder-coated (exposed parts). 

• 1.5” Plumbing Adaption Kit : Two (2) PVC 1.5” Wall-
Fittings, two (2) Flo-Control Gate Valves, and one (1) eyeball 
water flow director. 

• Five Year Limited Warranty: Pool is covered by a full, non-
prorated, warranty against manufacturer’s defects for a full 
five (5) years. 

• Options and Accessories: Modify Pool’s Dimensions (down 
only), Change the Color, Add; skimmers, ladders, care kit, 
pump/filter, solar and pool covers and a variety of other 
features and benefits.

Pool Site Needed: 9.5’ x 39.5’ 
Top Frame: 6.5’ x 36.5’ 

Apex to Apex: 7.5’ x 37.5’ 
Pool Wall Height: `52” 

Gallons: ~ 7500 
Water Weight (PSF*): 241 lb. 

* Pounds per Square Foot

7x37 Specs

Price does not include shipping and tax if applicable

Click Here to See One
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